Approval and Acceptance of Your Dissertation Instructions

This page confirms the committee's approval and acceptance of your dissertation.

The title page should be a separate page and no longer than one page. This sentence should be at the top of this page: “Accepted by the Graduate Faculty, Indiana University, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.”

Adding lines for the signatures is optional. The first sentence should be centered, “Doctoral Committee,” and the date of dissertation defense should be left-aligned, and all other content should be right-aligned.

Have your committee sign the page at the defense.

If you are submitting electronically, the acceptance page cannot contain signatures. Signatures should only be on the loose copy submitted to the University Graduate School.

If you are submitting via the unbound paper method, the page with the original signatures should be included after the title page in the first bound copy of your dissertation. A photocopy of the original, signed acceptance page must be submitted to the University Graduate School and a photocopy of the signed acceptance page should be used in any additional bound volumes.

The Abstract should be attached to the Doctoral Committee form and signed by the Chairperson.

Abstract – Required

The abstract page should be a separate page and no longer than one page. Your name and the dissertation title should be centered, while the rest of the content should be left-justified. Do not type “Abstract” at the top of the page. After the content, there should be a blank line for each committee member with their typed name under the line.

The abstract is double-spaced and limited to 350 words. In an average abstract, there will be about 70 characters per line, with a maximum of 35 lines.

As many people will learn about your work through your abstract published in the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Database, you should spend a good bit of effort in the composition of both the abstract and the title of your work. Try to convey the flavor of your work, not just the bare bones of your findings. You should also work to phrase your title so that it truly describes the contents and will be easily found in the index of the database. The index is based on key words, so be as specific as you can be about your subject. Go to the database »

Have your committee sign the page at the defense and submit the signed abstract to the University Graduate School. Regardless of your method of submission (electronic or the unbound paper method), the abstract page included in your final dissertation should be a blank, unsigned version of the abstract page.
The publishing agreement that you link to is only for students who are submitting their dissertation in paper form and do not negate the need for the signed abstract and acceptance page.
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